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Turning Point West Midlands (TPWM), a network
for the visual arts and part of the national
Contemporary Visual Arts Network (CVAN), was
established in 2010 to strengthen the visual arts in
the West Midlands. TPWM does this by working
with partners to develop and support projects of
lasting significance for the region and its artists.
TPWM is pleased to initiate and support New
Art West Midlands as a new and vital platform for
graduate artists from the universities in the West
Midlands at a crucial stage in the artists' career
development. This is an opportunity for the region to
celebrate its high calibre art schools and the wealth
of creative talent that exists among its visual artists.
Artists contribute to the cultural vibrancy of place,
creating work for exhibitions and festivals; they play
a major role in enhancing lives through an array of
projects in health, education, the environment and
the community. It is important that opportunities are
available to artists on leaving art school and that they
are supported at all stages of their careers.
TPWM is hosted by the School of Art in
Birmingham Institute of Art and Design at
Birmingham City University, and is supported by
Arts Council England.
Professor John Butler, Chair
Turning Point West Midlands
Wendy Law, Director
Turning Point West Midlands

Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery is delighted
to be taking the lead in developing the multi-sited
exhibition, New Art West Midlands, working
with The Barber Institute of Fine Arts and Grand
Union. Supported by Turning Point West Midlands
and the five University art schools (Birmingham
City, Coventry, Staffordshire, Wolverhampton
and Worcester) New Art West Midlands aims to
promote the best new art graduates from the region
by offering them a first high profile opportunity to
present their work.
Our three selectors were Jeremy Millar (artist and
Tutor in Art Criticism at the Royal College of Art,
London), Lynda Morris (Chair of Curation and Art
History, Norwich University College of the Arts) and
Keith Piper (artist and Programme Leader, MA Fine
Art, Middlesex University). All have professional
or personal affiliations with the West Midlands
and research and teach in higher education. Their
combined expertise and experience have given
them a unique overview of the challenges facing art
education and graduate artists today; this is reflected
in their essays for the catalogue, which address
devolution and the English regions, artist as genius
and artist as activist.
Toby Watley, Head of Programming
Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery
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Preface
Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery is one of
the top three most visited destinations in the
city. Staging this exhibition will ensure that these
emerging artists are seen by audiences based in the
region, nationally and beyond the UK. However,
New Art West Midlands is far more than an
exhibition; it is a dialogue between curators and
artists, offering the graduates taking part valuable
professional support and advice to enable them to
make the most of doing so. Through working in
partnership with The Barber Institute of Fine Arts
and Grand Union, we are encouraging audience
cross-over between these three venues.
The Barber Institute of Fine Arts is delighted
to co-host New Art West Midlands as a means
of reaching new audiences and contextualising
its world-class historic collections, as well as
promoting young local artists. Founded in 1932,
the Barber originally excluded works made after
1899, in accordance with Lady Barber’s wishes.
This restriction was later formally amended so that
now works need only have been made at least thirty
years before the date of acquisition, but the absence
of contemporary art persists. In more recent years,
the Barber has mounted a series of small temporary
exhibitions by a variety of living local artists,
and also the annual Function photography prize
exhibition for students at Birmingham Institute of
Art and Design (BIAD). Each of these has involved
a response to the Barber’s building and collections.
In New Art West Midlands, new dialogues with
historic art and fresh interpretations of the Barber’s
collections will be opened up, with some of the
exhibits being placed alongside art in the Barber’s
permanent galleries.

Four artists were awarded bursaries to make
new work for New Art West Midlands. This will
be displayed at Grand Union, an artist-led studio
complex founded in 2010 by a group of artists and
curators including Gallery Director, Cheryl Jones.
Grand Union now plays a major role in the city of
Birmingham through offering studio and exhibiting
space and development opportunities to emerging
artists. Jones observes that this new strand in the
programme enables artists to create new work for
public presentation at a key stage in their transition
from graduates to practising artists. A project like
New Art West Midlands can provide an important
stepping stone in an artist’s early career.
Contemporary artists, educational institutions
and public museums are too often considered to be
worlds apart; however this is clearly not the case.
Preconceptions about what one might expect to
see in a particular institution are constantly being
challenged by artists and curators. Meeting the
artists included in New Art West Midlands, it was
encouraging to see how enthusiastic they were about
their work being selected for exhibition. There was
a feeling that the opportunity to present work in
established institutions would expand their artistic
and professional networks. We know that many
artists of the past (most famously Van Gogh) who
were not revered during their lifetimes now feature
in the ‘canon’ of art history, with their works placed
on the walls of the world’s greatest art museums.
This is not to suggest that New Art West Midlands
will be exhibiting the twenty-first century’s answer
to Van Gogh, but its objectives are nonetheless
focused on supporting new artists and new art in
order to convey ideas and perspectives that are
critical to cultural development.

Lisa Beauchamp, Curator of Modern and
Contemporary Art
Birmingham Museum & Art Gallery
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Dean O’Brien, Orthodox Village Church (2012)
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Midville
Lynda Morris
I came across a reference to Charles Madge’sI and
Barbara Weinberger’s survey Art Students Observed
published in 1973, in issues of the Birmingham Post
that I was reading for Vanley Burke’s exhibitionII.
Madge and Weinberger worked for two years
between 1969 and 1971 interviewing fine art
students and staff at what they called ‘Midville
College of Art’. Midville was their name for
Birmingham and Coventry Colleges of Art.
Their observations from forty years ago give
us an historical perspective on this exhibition
of emerging artists who graduated in the last
three years from BA and MA Fine Art courses at
five university Schools of Art across the West
Midlands: Birmingham City, Coventry, Staffordshire,
Wolverhampton and Worcester.
Madge and Weinberger were looking at art
students in the years following Mai ’68 and the
intense period of the Vietnam War. There were
student demonstrations across Europe — Paris,
Berlin, Munich, Kassel, Amsterdam, Venice, Milan
and London — in which art students played a
leading role. In 1968 Hornsey had a sit-in, in 1971
Richard Hamilton memorialised the shootings at
Kent State and in 1972 Joseph Beuys was sacked
from Düsseldorf Academy.
Madge and Weinberger found the Midville
students were not political. They were influenced
most by the ideas of their teachers. Madge found
that both staff and students subscribed to the
principle that art cannot be taughtIII. He wrote that:
A student who has decided to go to an art college is
entering a maelstrom.

They suggested that students were being trained
to shun the ordinary and the academic, to regard
themselves as special, to cultivate their own personal
sensitivities, to develop independence in order to
achieve creativity:
The problem of the art student is…he (sic) is driven to
behave as though he has access to a charisma which
may or may not be his to command; and he has to
justify this, to himself and to his peers and teachers,

in intellectualized terms and under conditions of almost
unbearable ambiguity.IV

Madge and Weinberger also noted that the
staff was intolerant of many students’ work, and
that disapproval was frequently directed towards
the work of women students. Female students, in
particular, found themselves unable to compete in
the particular socialisation process that male staff
claimed the art world demanded.
Madge and Weinberger used the term anomieV to
express the students’ dissatisfaction, disillusionment,
lack of confidence, cynicism and increasing
remoteness from the outside world. Madge
concludes that the feelings of anomie — the main
values that the fine art students espoused — were
those held by the staff.
Almost the entire culture has learnt to live with
this sense of anomie in the four decades since the
early 1970s. The influence of the media on music,
fashion and the arts abounds with ideas, and
people, emanating from the art schools. What I have
written here is not a complaint; it is a statement
of fact. Certain key characteristics of this anomie,
particularly the combination of anarchy and ethics,
remain a key, unrecognized contribution to our
culture made by Midville’s colleges of art over the
last forty years.
I sent an e-mail to Terry Atkinson about Madge
and Weinberger recently. He replied:
The Charles Madge study I do not remember as being
under his name. But it may have been a pseudonym
or a front man for a survey Barbara Weinberg did,
certainly at Coventry and maybe too at Birmingham.
I remember her interviewing A&L members.
As I recall we gave spoof responses, we did not take it
very seriously.

Terry Atkinson was my first link with the West
Midlands as a student at Canterbury College of
Art. I attended two one-week courses run by him in
1967 and 1968. He talked about taking a greyhound
bus across the US. In California he saw units of
US servicemen lined up on the docks waiting to be
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shipped to Vietnam. They were predominantly black
servicemen. His image of the West Coast was not
Hollywood and the Beach Boys but as the military
hub of the USA .
The West Midlands is a major player in recent
British history. Coventry was the English city
devastated and twinned with the cities of Dresden
and Hiroshima. Wolverhampton continued to vote
for Enoch Powell for eight years after he delivered
his 1968 ‘Rivers of Blood’ speech at the Burlington
Hotel in New Street, Birmingham. In 1974 New
Street was the site of another bombing, one that
came from The Heart of Darkness of the British
Empire. Joseph Conrad made his journey up the
Congo with Sir Roger Casement, whose experience
in the Belgian Congo led him to become the Irish
Nationalist heroVI. The ’seventies were the period
of Red Robbo, Derek Robinson, shop steward at
British Leyland’s Longbridge plant and Communist
Party candidate for Birmingham Northfield in the
General Elections between 1966 and 1974.
From European followers of Art & Language I
learned crucial moral issuesVII: for example, Ireland
would not have happened if we had kept National
Service. European history shows that if you have a
professional army, you have a mercenary army paid
to do whatever it is told. Conscription, the Draft
in the USA , brought the Vietnam War to an end.
The USA ended the Draft, and its military became
a professional army. Now it is becoming dependent
on a privatised military, real mercenaries, in Iraq,
Afghanistan, Libya…
Atkinson told us that his interest in English
linguistic philosophy came from seeing John
Freeman’s Face to Face television interview with
Bertrand Russell, the philosopher and peace
campaigner. Atkinson came from a South Yorkshire
mining village, where almost the whole of his
grandfather’s generation had been wiped out in the
First World War.VIII
The moral dimension, the culture in art, comes
from family experiences and the stories told of
history within living memory. Art schools cannot
teach art, but they can teach the skills that enable
the making of art. The subjects and meanings
of your art come from your life experiences and
essentially from your family. I would never have
started to look at Picasso’s politics if I had not
known the stories of the men from Scotland, the
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North and Midlands, who stayed in the attic room
at my grandmother’s house in Whitehart Lane in the
1930s, waiting for secret transports to go to Spain to
fight for the Republicans.IX
The two world wars in the twentieth century led
to social advances through universal suffrage for
women in 1918 and 1927 and the founding of the
welfare state in 1945. The two wars were, however,
an even stronger reinforcement of the perceived idea
that men are the head of the family, the makers of
history, the military. Women remained secondary in
society and in the art schools.
I wrote my MA by Thesis at the Royal College of
Art on the Future of Fine Art Education and I focused
on Joseph Beuys at Düsseldorf Academy, the Projects
Class at Nova Scotia College of Art and Design and
Art & Language in Coventry. I nearly failed to get
my MA, as by the time I came to present in 1973, all
three courses had been shut down for political reasons.
Yet, these experimental courses are now widely
recognized as the influential models for today.
The reason I looked to the Birmingham Post to
tell the story of the Jamaican migration into the West
Midlands was Harry Hopkins’ newspaper anthology,
The New Look: A Social History of Britain Between
1945 and 1960 published in 1963. He talked about
the social revolution that took place in Britain in the
post war years, brought about by the motor car and
the television set, the two innovations that “opened a
window on the world but shut the door to the street.”
I have started to use the term Midville to mean
‘not London’, and I have begun to think that it is
only in the cities of Midville that people are able
fully to sustain a culture that comes from the child’s
close contact with its extended family. The cost of
housing in London has meant the loss of secure
family backgrounds, and with that a loss of family
memory, of the culture of ordinary people. It is
increasingly the things we are not taught in state
prescribed education that begin to appear more and
more important. The anomie of art students since
the late 1960s has popularized the way that we all
dress now (jeans and t-shirts), the music we listen to
(rock n’ roll, folk and reggae), the charity shops and
vintage clothing that have replaced C&A and M&S
with the styles you remember your aunts and uncles
wore in your childhood, return of the terraced house
to our housing ambitions, part-time working, cycling
in cities, allotments and myriad ways of living

cheaply. ACME X and SPACE XI converted factories and
warehouses and they led the restoration of derelict
parts of the city. Stanley Kubrick filmed
A Clockwork Orange (1971) at Catherine’s Dock.
The internet and social media have now
imprisoned many young people in their bedrooms.
Google Red Robbo today and you get a Shirtoid,
zombie video game. Young people know that the art
schools are the source of the anomie in our culture
since the late 1960s. Yet, like an inoculation, the art
schools have become one of the few defences against
total anomie. In the art schools they are taught the
skills of photography, video, computer graphics,
image manipulation and animation that enable them
to become makers of the popular culture as well as
the art of their time.
At the 2012 census there were 63.2 million
people in Britain; just under 8.2 million lived in
Inner and Greater London. That is an eighth of
the population. The other 55 million people, seven
eighths of the population, live in the rest of Britain.
Midville could be an important term through which
we can begin to address the profound imbalance
between the regions and London. The price of
property and the spectre of unemployment mean
that young artists are now more aware of the politics
of the ownership of the galleries and institutional
spaces that their work demands. They are
increasingly forced into a lifestyle where the laptop
and iPhone are all you need, as your generation
becomes increasingly forced into a nomadic lifestyle.
St Catherine’s Dock was one of the inspirations
for EAST international. Under its umbrella I
organised a slide record of the work of all fine art
graduates in Britain called AIR Grad 70. This was a
scheme that ran from 1970 to around 1978 as part
of the Artists Information Registry started by Riley,
Townsend and Sedgeley. I visited and started to
think about art schools outside London.
From 1991 to 2009 I organised the annual open
exhibition EAST international at Norwich University
of the Arts, in the art school during the summer
vacations. I visited emerging artists across Britain
and Europe. We showed over 550 artists from all
over the world, from Argentina, Mexico, Vancouver,
Melbourne, Benin, Japan and all across Europe East
and West. The artists split into three roughly equal
groups: those from London, those from around the
world and those from the British regions. Many of

the best artists came from the third group because
EAST was a unique opportunity for good artists in
Britain who did not live in London.
A significant number of EAST artists came
from, or worked in, the West Midlands including:
Gavin Wade, Nigel Prince, Matthew Cornford of
Cornford & Cross, Simon Bloor, George Shaw,
David Rayson, Hurvin Anderson, Ian Skoyles,
Ruth Claxton, Richard Hughes, David Burrows of
Plastique Fantastique, FREEE , Stuart Whipps and
Barbara Walker. I was also working with curators
from the region including Helen Legg, Nigel Prince,
John Roberts, Andy Hunt, Gavin Wade and Kaavous
Clayton. Art & Language were selectors in 2009.
EAST had one rule and that was no rules, either
about where people lived or their age. I started to
lecture on the idea of the International ProvincialXII.
I had started a statistical analysis of the geographic
backgrounds of the UK artists selected for EAST.
This showed that 84% were born in the regions and
16% were born in London. Yet by the time the artists
showed in EAST, these figures had reversed and 63%
of the selected artists lived in London and 37%
lived in the regions. Two things created this unfair
situation: firstly there were 24 postgraduate MA places
in London for every MA place in the regions. Secondly
the Arts Council of Great Britain, at that time,
justified its funding policies by claiming its statistics
showed that over 50% of artists lived in London.
Going around the country to make studio visits
for EAST each year for 19 years, gave me an insight
into the evolution of how artists lived. Initially
they all had studios, usually in dank converted
warehouses. But over the years I started to visit their
homes, often bedsits in shared houses. I was then
looking at their work on a computer. Eventually I
was meeting artists in pubs and cafes. The studio
visit had become obsolete. Young artists were
struggling to afford a room, let alone a studio.
The artists in London were in a worse situation
than those living in regional cities and this fact was
beginning to show in their work. I began to think
about an “Outside London Lobby” to lobby for the
devolution of funding decisions by the Regional Arts
Boards and Arts Council England policy-makers.
Gavin Wade invited me to take part in a
conference, Curating in the 21st Century, at
The New Art Gallery Walsall in 2000XIII where I
presented a paper entitled Monopolis against a
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sound backdrop of Fat Les singing JerusalemXIV. This
gave me a platform to suggest that public funding of
the arts should follow the pattern of the population:
20% to London and 80% to the rest of the country.
I suggested that London was an imperial city that
had lost its empire. Ireland, Scotland and Wales had
asserted their independence; all London had to rule
now was the English regions. Increasing diversity
throughout Britain would further broaden the
economic interest groups involved in commissioning
and buying art. They would compete to buy art at
an earlier stage in an artist’s career, at less inflated
prices. They might make mistakes, but then the
current system is not perfect either.
I started to consider the importance of the
Victorian art school network in the regions and
the more recent development of art school and
university galleries. I lectured again at a conference
at Oxford University organised by Antonia Payne in
2001. My paper, Every Art School Needs a Dealer,
argued that art school gallery curators should begin to
take on the role of commercial dealers in the regions,
and sell the work of artists in their programme. The
problem is not the dealers; they make a living for
their artists. Many of the selectors of EAST were art
dealers and they were very good selectors: Konrad
Fischer, Marian Goodman, Michel Durrand–Desert,
Nicholas Logsdail and Jack Wendler.
When he selected EAST in 1994, the Dutch
artist Jan Dibbets talked about the emergence of
Conceptual Art in provincial cities in the 1960s:
Richard Long from Bristol, Hamish Fulton from
Hythe, Keith Arnatt from Newport, Mario Merz
and Giuseppe Penone from Turin, Gerhard Richter,
Sigmar Polke and the Bechers all from Düsseldorf,
and Art & Language from Coventry. He said artists
need time and peace to develop their work.
This situation has changed in recent years,
mainly through the art schools being allowed to
develop postgraduate MA courses in university art
schools throughout the country. The idea of artistled spaces has also increased the opportunities
for recent graduates to develop low cost, mainly
voluntary galleries in the regions.
These signs of regional devolution have been
encouraged by media attention paid to the artists
shown at Tate Modern. The Tate Report 2011–12XV
tells us that the four Tates had 7,066,000 visitors
— 3,601,000 were overseas visitors — and that the
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composition of the Tate Board of Trustees includes
three artists, one art historian and ten businessmen
and women.
I go back from time to time to Jennie Lee’sXVI
1965 White Paper for the Arts:
By far the most valuable help that can be given to the
living artist is to provide him (sic) with a larger and
more appreciative public...Artists give back infinitely
more than they ever take.XVII

Lee had to respond to the constant criticism from
powerful central lobbies that devolution would lead
to a loss of standards. She trebled the Arts Council
grant in six years. Her chief civil servant, Jeffries,
advised her to continue asking for more money on
the basis that:
The Army spends more on military bands alone than
they spend on the entire Arts Council.XVIII

I worked for Richard Hamilton in 1972-73
and I remember him telling me that an intelligent
government would encourage as many people as
possible to be artists, because artists were willing
to earn less money than other professionals and
therefore they cost less of the gross domestic
product. They improved slum districts and disused
industrial buildings and therefore added to the value
of real estate. They lead contented and fulfilled lives
and they were therefore less likely to be socially or
politically disruptive.
There is a very important job for the people of
Midville to do, to support the emerging artists in their
communities seriously. Birmingham is the second
city in Britain and it should be the natural leader
of increasing devolution in public arts patronage,
towards the idea of the division of public funding
for the arts according to 20% of the population in
the capital and 80% in what one of the founders
of Mass Observation termed Midville. If that can
happen it will be an important Turning Point.
Coming as I do from Radical Norwich, the land
of the Iceni, I often think of the opening lyrics of the
song The Good Old Days by Pete Doherty and Carl
Barât from The Libertines 2002 album Up the Bracket:
If Queen Boadicea is long dead and gone,
Still then the spirit in her children’s children’s children,
it lives on.

Lynda Morris is Chair of Curation and Art
History, Norwich University College of the Arts
and Founder of EAST international,
Norwich 1991–2009

Notes:
I. Charles Madge co-founded Mass Observation with Tom
Harrison in 1937
II. Vanley Burke By the Rivers of Birminam, photographs of the
Jamaican community in Birmingham, MAC, 28 September to 18
November 2012.
III. Madge and Weinberger Art Students Observed, Faber 1973 p. 17
IV. op. cit. p. 21
V. Emile Durkheim introduced the concept anomie in The
Division of Labor in Society, 1893, to describe deregulation in
society. The rules of how people behave were breaking down and
people no longer knew what to expect from each another.
VI. Recent Penguin copies of The Heart of Darkness include
Conrad’s diary of his river journey along the Congo with
Casement.
VII. Fernand Spillemaekers MTL Gallery Brussels.
VIII. Terry Atkinson Notes Midland Group Nottingham/Robert
Self Gallery 1977.
IX. Picasso Peace and Freedom Tate Liverpool 2010 and tour to
Albertina Vienna and Louisiana Denmark. Also Painting Picasso
Red: Sheffield Peace Congress 1950, Guardian Weekend 12
September 1981.
X. ACME Affordable Artists Studios mainly in London http://
www.acme.org.uk/
XI. SPACE the largest provider of artists’ studios in Britain.
Founded by Bridget Riley, Peter Sedgley and Peter Townsend in
1968 with the launch of St Catherine’s Dock 1968-72.
XII. From the lecture The International Provincial; versions given
at conferences at St Catherine’s College Oxford, Newcastle and
Norwich, 1998-2001.
XIII. Monopolis published in Curating in the 21st Century, editor
Gavin Wade, 2000 and Point: Art and Design Research Journal
10, Autumn/Winter 2000 CHEAD pp52-60.
XIV. Jerusalem Fat Les, 2000, the official Football Association
Song for Euro 2000. Fat Les included Damien Hirst, Keith Allen
(Lily’s Dad) et al.
XV. www.tate.org.uk/file/tate-report-2011-12
XVI. Minister for the Arts in the Harold Wilson government and
the widow of Nye Bevan.
XVII. Jennie Lee: A Life, Patricia Hollis, Oxford University
Press, 1998.
XVIII. op. cit.
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Unfinished Work
Rachel Bradley & Lisa Beauchamp
We cannot know, as yet, whether the art selected for
New Art West Midlands marks a change of direction
for practice emanating from the region or, indeed,
whether it reflects a shift in critical perceptions of
it. That will only become apparent over time. What
we do know is that the practices of these twenty-two
artists and artists’ collectives offer one ‘account’ of
the state of the region’s contemporary art making —
an account that coalesces around its five university
art schools (of which all the artists are alumni)
and one that certainly accords with the Latin, root
meaning of ‘contemporary’ — with the times.
An aim of New Art West Midlands has been to
support artists at that early stage of their careers
when they are making the transition from art school
to art-world — a stage during which they represent
the life-blood of ‘the system’ and constitute the
bedrock of the contemporary visual arts ecology.
This initiative is conceived as providing a support
structure to strengthen bridges between the
institutions of art and those of education — in the
interests both of the emerging artists and of the
institutions themselves. The co-dependency of artist
and ‘institutions’ (even if sometimes ‘alternative’,
artist-led or artist-run institutions) fuels the
autopoieisis of the art-world, its existence as a selforganising system.
New Art West Midlands makes no apologies
for being a survey show conceived to offer a stepup from the ‘open’ exhibition. Its objectives are
ambitious: selected, curated and profiled to place it
within a national context of internationally emerging
practice, it seeks to platform art of contemporary
relevance that is currently hidden from view. In
some ways New Art West Midlands could be seen as
a market intervention: not necessarily designed to
buck ‘the market’ (a strategy conventionally adopted
by metropolises rather than regions) but, rather, to
endorse and make visible the diversity of production
in the less ‘obvious’ and multiple ‘centres’ of a
region. (The precedents for this region’s artists and
art schools as provincial instigators of national and
international influence are many).1
Chris Clinton, The Bone Collector (2012)

The usefulness of any concept of a West
Midlands region is admittedly contestable: it
comprises six counties, some well-known urban
conurbations and large cities, many lesser-known
towns, and specific and amorphous communities
that function with self-defined and particularised
identities at a hyper-local level and that completely
ignore regional borders. Positioned at the ‘Heart
of England’ (and therefore potentially catalytically
situated) it encompasses established hotspots of
contemporary art activity as well as developing
‘scenes’ but unlike, say, the North East, it doesn’t
really function as a geographical entity — and
neither do people generally identify with it at a level
of everyday experience. No-one, after all, describes
him or herself as a West Midlander. Whatever passes
for ‘regional identity’ is disparate and complex
in its associations. That having been said, for our
current project, which draws on the alumni of its
art schools, the region is proposed as providing a
meaningful context for the exhibiting artists’ present
narratives — narratives which, in time, will be seen
to have contributed to a history of its recent past.
New Art West Midlands presents a new
‘generation’ of artists as defined not by their ages,
but by their art – which connects them to a specific
time (2013), a specific locale and a specific set
of educational institutions. This art generation is
also emerging within a broader national social,
economic, cultural and political context that some
might define as austerity Britain: post New-Labour,
post-global financial crisis, post-2012 Olympics. It
is emerging at a moment falling almost exactly at
the mid-way stage of the Coalition government’s
administration. In the wake of significant change,
there is bound to be a process of re-evaluation, of
considering where you’ve been and where you are
going, and this is a process in which all of these
artists (knowingly or unknowingly) are involved.
New Art West Midlands was not intended
as a mechanism for identifying new trends in
contemporary art; nevertheless the sometimes
intentional sometimes serendipitous grouping of
15

certain works within the exhibitions has highlighted
some directional tendencies. Much of the work
seems to reflect the diminishing influence of art of
the 1990s and the first decade of this century, when
contemporary art became an ‘aesthetic category’
in its own right2. It reflects a moving away from
more sensationalist approaches to quieter, more
contemplative, frequently cathartic and sometimes
even domestic practices. Some of the artists are
also revisiting earlier ‘movements’ of the 1970s and
early 1980s to address the ongoing and unfinished
business of feminism, post-colonialism, class, race
and identity politics. Many continue to pay attention
to art’s transition from Modernism to all that has
come in its wake: they use unmarketable media; they
continue to question ‘authenticity’ and to interrogate
power relations through ‘institutional critique’. This
is not merely the practice of nostalgia. If there is
reminiscing, then it occurs as a means to an end, as
a means of reconfiguring personal, social, cultural
and political experience in response to the everchanging backdrop of the present. In writing their
new or reconfigured narratives, many of the artists
are, in part, operating as art historians, undeniably
projecting onto the past the preoccupations of their
present. Thus, as a new art generation, they are
putting forward new ways of looking that ‘see’ and
reveal different or alternative histories, or that alert
us to the ‘unfinished work’ of an earlier generation.
Get with the times (2011) is the title of Gareth
Weston’s work of ‘slow art’, which tries to make
sense of how to respond to today’s bombardment of
media imagery, full email inboxes, advances in new
technology and the imperatives of instantaneity in
social networking. Fast ways of living, consumerism
and ideas of the throwaway are similarly explored in
the work of Jane Howie, who makes sculptures from
cardboard boxes, mattresses and oil cans amongst
other things. Her work Flotsam #2 (2012) alludes to
the imagery of man-made disasters and the oceanfloating debris of contemporary shipwrecks. Lindsay
Booker considers, too, the universally present
dangers of climate change, global warming and
man-made environmental damage. Her painstakingly
detailed pen and ink drawings of post-apocalyptic
landscapes evoke the disorientating impact of
natural disaster on a mass scale.
The photographs of Herdi Ali, taken in
Hawraman, Kurdistan (part of northern Iraq)
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explore the perverse nature of the economy of war
zones. Ali’s landscapes, townscapes and portraits
document displaced populations and environments,
all too quickly forgotten by the international media,
and where oil as a driver of western economies
is fought over while the local population goes
without food, shelter and education. Hannah Elmes’
preoccupation with desolate and ignored places
focuses on contexts of urban decay. She responds
to the natural deterioration of buildings over time
taking Polaroid photographs of places that evoke
feelings of emptiness. In Evolutionary Void (2012),
in which she has layered paint on to an image of
a derelict corrugated iron building, she questions
societal obsession with replacement and the demand
for perpetual newness.
Karen Gazey’s work No Place Like Home (2012)
draws on domestic spaces to explore migration
and notions of a multi-faith and multi-cultural
society. A digitally, patterned image using the ‘Star
of David’ and Spode china designs breaks up and
re-forms as it is projected onto a Seder Plate. This
ceremonial plate used at Passover is hidden within
an Art Deco-style English Oak sideboard produced
in the 1930s (the decade of the rise of Fascism). By
partly concealing the plate Gazey considers freedom
of expression and who decides what is hidden and
what exposed. The personal resonances of Gazey’s
work are also at work in Sally Larke’s and Michelle
Taylor’s. Larke’s Project 23 : A Ceramic Memorial
Installation (2012) is a series of ceramic pots that
act as memorials to her brother Dave, who died of
epilepsy at the age of 23. Each set of pots, presented
on framed shelves, is representative of past
conversations about her brother held with family
and friends; the work also alludes to human beings’
habit of keeping objects because of the memories
that they signify. Larke explores what should be the
nature of memorials: her references — sometimes
inscribed as words on the pots themselves — reflect
her brother’s emotions (positive and negative).
Signalling that memories change, the pots are
continuously rearranged. Michelle Taylor’s work
also fuses craft and fine art practices. Alluding to
her own loss of her mother in childhood, her series
Narrative Artefacts (2012) involved altering and
reforming found pieces of domestic china using
paper and embroidery as a way of ‘stitching back
together' memories, and preserving her mother’s

existence. The domestic life of interior spaces is
explored in Justyna Ptak’s photographs, in which she
brings banal and trivial scenes to the fore, arguing
their centrality to lived experience. House #1 (2012)
encapsulates her interest in what she describes as
‘abandoned non-moments’; it creates consciousness
of the frame to invite consideration of the story that
might exist just outside it.
Clair Walton’s work Dying West (2009) consists
of a bike wrapped in wool — a process by means
of which she has destroyed its functionality. Dying
West explores themes of human existence and
memory, in part through its autobiographical
resonance. For Walton, memory signifies a cruel
anchor that inhibits moving away (in the case of
her mother, the original owner of the bike, moving
away from the west of Ireland). Questions of
redundancy and memory are also present in the
work of Chloe Hodge, who uses up-to-date film
techniques to lament the replacement of analogue
film by contemporary digitisation. Using inherited
films passed down by her grandparents, nostalgic
footage of childhood captured from all over the
world ‘coalesces’ to become the new film work,
Splits (2012). Splits has been made from sequencing
the splices, cracks and imperfections of the existing
footage to produce a new, speeded-up narrative
that condenses thirty-four years of film making into
under a minute.
Chris Clinton takes the equivalent of an
‘analogue’ approach to making his target-like works.
Made by hand, by unwrapping and rewrapping
novelty, paper coil dart boards, Clinton draws the
viewer into considering processes of artistic labour,
materiality and art historical precedent. The novelty
subject matter of the original dart boards — for
example, The Simpsons cartoon — is obliterated
in the wrapping process, making way for the clean
lines of Modernist abstraction. The remade dart
boards could still be used as such and, in that way,
they are both representational and abstract. Rashid
Khan produces artworks that are paper copies of
the ‘real thing’. Accurately and intricately made,
these replicas of a light-switch, a Tesco bag and a
‘wet floor’ sign delineate an almost invisible divide
between the object in reality and the one that is
constructed. Khan works with these tricks of the eye
to question authenticity and the role of the artist in
the making process. Matthew Evans’ objects have in

common with Khan’s their playfulness and trickery
through his consideration of the semiotics of the
‘one-liner’: pun-making in art through deciphering
codes. His work Loaded (2011) comprises gambling
die, laser-etched with dollar signs and money-bags.
More complex works include It’s Street Fighting
Time (2011): a baseball bat has the word ‘us’ carved
into its handle and ‘them’ at its base, alluding to
power relations and the violence of domestic or
street assault.
Some works in the exhibition are explicitly
bound up with the physical, cultural and political
landscape of the region. Lizzie Prince’s prints
explore the geometry of buildings — particularly
the concrete Brutalist architecture of buildings such
as Birmingham’s soon to be demolished Central
Library. In its manipulation and reinterpretation
of spatial fragments to explore two and threedimensionality, her making process has much
in common with the collage techniques of John
Stezaker and with Le Corbusier’s architecture.
Stuart Layton uses the still and moving image to
explore distinctions and similarities between digital
processes and the processes of painting. His film
work, The Club Woman Cometh (2012), visualises
the artist's memories of growing up in the Black
Country during the 1980s, as seen through the eyes
of his younger self. His montage draws on historical,
personal and public domain footage to confront
viewers’ individual and collective experience. MSFAC
or Margaret Street Free Arts Council was founded
at Birmingham City University’s School of Art and
Design, housed at Margaret Street. As a collective,
MSFAC respond to specific public and private spaces
and architecture to expose and negotiate ideologies
in the light of past and present political trends,
including anti-capitalism. For this exhibition they
have made a series of new works and a give-away
zine that responds to the industrial heritage of
Birmingham and proposes conception of the city’s
structures as a multitude of pathways rather than a
negative, failed utopia.
Sophie Bullock uses her film installations as
sculptural forms with the aim of stimulating new
consciousness through cinematic experience.
Viewers are conceived as active participants who
interact with the work through its retelling of
narratives from Hollywood feature films and world
cinema. Her montages use a ‘cut and paste aesthetic’
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to manipulate and play with material generated by
others, with the aim of creating new assemblages that
reconstitute ‘authorship’. Corey Hayman’s film and
book installation reflects her interest in questioning
‘authoritative material’ (actions, processes, legal
constructs and more tangible objects that shape or
denote power relations and societal hierarchies).
Innocence of the Image (2012) presents the viewer
with a series of moral and legal dilemmas through
use of imagery from a banned cartoon made in 1941
by Walter Lantz entitled Scrub Me Mama with a
Boogie Beat. Ironically, this racist film has now
fallen into public domain ownership because of the
new studio owner’s failure to renew copyright. As
a Black female artist, there is a personal conflict for
Hayman in showing the cartoon, albeit in altered
form. Together with her accompanying book,
A Corrupt Beauty (2012), the work sets out delicately
to question her moral compass.
Dean O’Brien’s photographs consider the cultural
phenomenon of ‘mail order brides’ in the Ukraine.
Taking marriage agency advertisements as a starting
point, O’Brien seeks to capture the complexities of
this booming industry, which advocates escapism
(and escape) for Ukrainian women through
marriage to a British man. The works question
representations of the ideal woman as blonde,
beautiful and domesticated and consider female
oppression marketed and exploited as opportunity.
Two film installations by Grace Williams, question
‘seeing and believing’ by contrasting the supposed
rationality of knowledge produced through scientific
experiment with the irrationality of experiential
belief in the supernatural. In Spiritual Ectoplasm
(2011) Williams examines the Canadian T.G.
Hamilton photographic archive of supernatural
‘happenings’ to create a narrative in which a female
fictional character, Cyd Brice, is ‘performed’ by
the artist, ‘vomiting’ ectoplasm. In this work,
Williams considers the historically entrenched and
stereotypically gendered relationship between the
female sex and the supernatural; she explores the
politics of identity and the claim to multiple rather
than fixed identities. The work of Rafal Zar attempts
to articulate the position of ‘the other’ as delineated
by societal, moral and legal constructs of the early
twenty-first century. Working through questions
raised by queer theory, Zar invites viewers to reflect
on the complexity of societal positioning through
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multi-media, altar-type installations. Using the
symbolism of icon paintings, hand-made felt objects
and artificial flowers, in an effort to make sense of
the world he constructs dioramas that are humorous,
bleak, compelling and repugnant.
New Art West Midlands is not meant to be a
definitive ‘survey’; rather it is one view of artists’
current thinking, setting out to reveal the diverse
lines of inquiry being pursued by one group of
artists emerging from the art schools of an English
region. Integral to their transition from art school
to art-world will be the additions and forward
momentum that they bring to discussions and debate
in contemporary art. As the world changes, so do
our ideas about what is important in it. The artists
in New Art West Midlands are often looking back
as a means of looking forward, acknowledging that,
as views on the present change, so vantage points
from which to consider the past shift too. They are
all, in different ways, mapping pasts and presents to
imagine futures. They are very definitely engaged in
trying to make sense of the times.

Rachel Bradley is Project Organiser of New Art
West Midlands and an independent curator.

Notes:
1. Art & Language, for example, was formed in 1967/8 by a
group of artists teaching at Coventry College of Art. The Blk
Art Group collective was founded in 1982 in Wolverhampton
by artists Eddie Chambers and Keith Piper who had met whilst
studying at Lanchester Polytechnic, Coventry in 1979.
2. As argued by Terry Smith in ‘Contemporary Art: World
Currents’, 2011, London: Laurence King Publishing, p.79

How to respect the genius that is yours
(but isn’t you)
Jeremy Millar

Grace Williams, Spiritual Ectoplasm (2011)

It can often be difficult to know what to believe
when one leaves college, and becomes an artist.
One of the most well known statements concerning
belief and art, at least in the twentieth century, was
made by the artist Marcel Duchamp: ‘I don’t believe
in art. I believe in artists.’ Now, I believe in Marcel
Duchamp but — and this may be an irresolvable
paradox — I don’t believe him here, or at least not
completely. I don’t believe in artists, but I do believe
in art; I believe in what it is artists do if they believe
in it, too. In contrast, the puerile self-justification of
‘believing in yourself’ seems exactly wrong; things only
become interesting when you believe in something else,
or rather, in that something else that is yourself, too.

The Romans had a word for this, or something
similar to this, and it is one that we would
recognize, even if we use it rather differently: genius.
For the Romans, a genius was a guiding spirit that
could be cultivated and, indeed, should be. On one’s
birthday, for example, it was customary not only
to receive presents but also to give them, the most
important being a sacrifice to one’s own guiding
spirit as a mark of gratitude. If one respected one’s
genius, then it made one ‘genial’, that is, artistically
creative and spiritually rich. (They believed sexually
potent, too, but let us leave that to one side.) The
‘cult of genius’ so prevalent within our own culture
shares almost nothing with these ancient acts,
and owes far more to a self-absorbed narcissism.
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Whereas the Romans believed that it was necessary
to work in the service of one’s genius, to feed it,
nurture it, even indulge it, in our age it is more usual
to indulge one’s self, as though this, alone, was the
source of all one did, or could be.
This ancient sense of genius, and of the
relationship that we must maintain with our own,
has been explored, also, by the contemporary Italian
philosopher Giorgio Agamben, most obviously in his
essay also called ‘Genius’. In this he writes:
A Latin phrase perfectly expresses the secret
relationship each person must maintain with his
own Genius: indulgere genio [indulge genius]. One
must consent to genius and abandon oneself to him;
one must grant him everything he asks for, for his
exigencies [urgent requirements] are our exigencies,
his happiness our happiness.

Agamben advises that we accept the demands of
our genius no matter how unreasonable they might
seem, and to do so willingly and without argument.
If, in order to write, your genius requires a ‘certain
special pen’, then it is ‘useless to tell yourself that
just any pen will do’.
In Latin, Genium suum defraudare, to defraud one’s
own genius, means to make one’s life miserable, to
cheat oneself… But the life that turns away from death
and responds without hesitation to the impetus of the
genius that engendered it is called genialis, genial.

Perhaps genius might be said to share something
with dreams, then. The dream state is an intensely
personal one, internal to us, one that cannot be
meaningfully shared, and yet it is scarcely of us; we
may have dreams, but they are hardly ours. Our
genius, too, is that which is most intimate, most
personal, to us, and yet also that which is most
impersonal to us, that which is more than us, and
less than us, too. And being there at our birth, it is
before us, in a chronological sense, even as it slips
behind us in some sort of spatial-metaphysical sense.
As Agamben remarks:
Living with Genius means, in this sense, living in the
intimacy of a strange being, remaining constantly
in relation to a zone of nonconsciousness. […] This
intimacy with a zone of nonconsciousness is an
everyday mystical practice, in which the ego, in a sort
of special, joyous esoterism, looks on with a smile at
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its own undoing and, whether it’s a matter of digesting
food or illuminating the mind, testifies incredulously
to its own incessant dissolution and disappearance.
Genius is our life insofar as it does not belong to us.

It may well be that we are the least interesting
thing about our own work, and that this is exactly as
it should be. It makes us, and our work, all the more
interesting as a result.

Jeremy Millar is an artist and Tutor in Art
Criticism, The Royal College of Art, London

Caught Up in the Moment:
comparative notes on art student activism
Keith Piper

Stuart Layton, The Club Woman Cometh (2012)

Art students, at their most inventive, challenging,
pragmatic and optimistic are continuously seeking
ways to make themselves visible in the world
beyond the academy. To this end, they have always
developed strategies of collective organisation,
shared representation and, where necessary, guerrilla
interventions in order somehow to leave their initial,
establishing mark on this, the most crowded of
sectors. That has been true of every decade since the
1960s, and, as a current teacher and academic in a
university art department, I have observed that it
remains true of students in the second decade of the
twenty-first century.
However, it is also important to reflect upon how
the ‘palette of possibilities’ apparent to art students

has morphed, oscillated, shifted and transformed
over the decades. This has occurred in tune with
the shifting political landscape, and its attendant
evolving and dissolving mechanisms for supporting
the arts in the teeth of rotating economic boom and
bust. It has also occurred, more recently, in line
with the transformed relationship between fine art
and global investment capitalism which, in turn,
has seen individual artists elevated to the status of
millionaire media celebrities.
Step back, however, to our view of the world
as art students entering the academy during the
dying moments of the 1970s. This was a period
when artists appeared in the popular media only
as the subject of derision. The pulp media storm
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in 1976 around the Tate’s decision to purchase
Carl Andre’s pile of 120 bricks entitled Equivalent
VIII , for the massive sum of £2,2971, was the most
publically visible example of a fine art establishment
seemingly in isolated freefall from any ‘popular’
sense of relevance and logic. For our generation,
the commercial gallery sector was as remote,
inaccessible and elitist as a freemason’s temple, and
publicly funded galleries appeared old and fusty, or
‘modern’, incomprehensible and empty.
For us, the mid to late 1970s were the age
of Punk, the age of ‘No Future’2. The Labour
government of James Callaghan had ground to a
halt in the acrimony of the ‘Winter of Discontent’3
and the election of February 1979 saw Margaret
Thatcher come to power on a fiercely rightwing and
overtly racist platform.
I left school in Birmingham during the summer
of 1979 to start a foundation course at Lanchester
Polytechnic in Coventry, a city soon to dissolve into
the Ghost Town described by The Specials in their
recording of 19814. This was where I met Eddie
Chambers who, as a student, was already lobbying
publicly funded galleries in the Wolverhampton
area to stage an exhibition of work by local young
black artists. Within this context, the fact of the
‘public’ funding base of these galleries in relation
to the politics of the moment was key. The politics
of an emerging ‘New Left’ (still smarting from the
self-inflicted wounds of the ‘Old Left’ during the
‘Winter of Discontent’) were beginning to grapple
with the Left’s relevance to a new, shifting social
demographic. This was a story of local populations
becoming increasingly diverse across a whole range
of measures, as the notion of a monolithic white
working class was beginning to dissolve along with
the old ‘Fordist’5 industrial base. The need to reflect
notions of ‘cultural democracy’ within publicly
funded institutions had therefore begun to emerge.
Within the public gallery sector, this translated into
the need to make visible how the diversity of local
taxpayers (on whom galleries’ funding depended)
was reflected in its programming and collections.
This notion, although inevitably tokenistic, saw the
slight opening of a crack in the programming of
Wolverhampton Art Gallery in June 1981, which allowed
an exhibition to be staged by a self-directed collective of
black art students, entitled ‘Black Art an’ Done’. This
collective was later to emerge as ‘The Blk Art Group’6.
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The summer of 1981 was key. As this group of
young art students of Caribbean parentage attached
their work to the walls of a provincial city art
gallery, elsewhere across the country young people
of Caribbean parentage were finding themselves at
the core of a moment of social insurrection, which
united young people across race in a series of inner
city ‘riots’. The events of 1981, from the ‘New
Cross Massacre’7 in January, through the ‘Black
Peoples Day of Action’8 in March, to ‘Operation
Swamp’ leading to the Brixton Riot9 in April, to the
uprisings in working class communities across the
country in July10, have been discussed and analysed
extensively elsewhere11. Inevitably, as students, to
some degree cosseted within the academy, we were
forced to ask ourselves searching questions about
the relationship between our practice, steeped as
it was in political rhetoric, and the real and urgent
struggles being played out by our contemporaries on
the streets of Britain in the face of Thatcherite state
violence. It was in the face of this dilemma that a
‘connected Pan-Africanism’ began to emerge as our
key conceptual and political philosophy. This was
the assertion that, even from behind the walls of the
art school, one remained ‘connected’ to wider social
and political struggles of Black peoples, be they at
local, national or international levels. This position
led to the adoption of the title The Pan-African
Connection for a series of exhibitions mounted
by The Blk Art Group in publicly funded galleries
around the country between 1982 and 1984.
Central to my argument is that the early 1980s
were a historical moment during which politics
permeated the social landscape, and when students
perceived their possible role within that landscape,
in a way unseen since the late 1960s. It was a
moment in which student politics overlapped with
disarmament struggles, the women’s movement,
anti-racist struggles, the anti-Apartheid struggle,
struggles for local democracy, trade-unionism and
support for the striking miners and other groups
raised in opposition to Thatcherism. In the art
school, it was a moment when the voicing of student
alignments to these politics was leading to outbreaks of
collective activity, both inside and outside conventional
cultural spaces, as young artists took on models of
activism which would reverberate across the decade.

For what came to be known as ‘The Black
Art Movement’ of the 1980s, the aftermath of
the Scarman Report of 198112 was of central
importance, as it set the agenda for an official
‘carrot and stick’ approach to the control of black
political dissent. The opening up of limited avenues
of economic mobility and pockets of funding, even
from a rapidly diminishing public purse, saw the
blooming of a long suppressed but energetic stream
of black cultural activity in the UK. In terms of the
young black artists who emerged from British art
schools during the 1980s, the benefits of coinciding
with that moment were seen in the admittedly
small, but I would argue significant measure of
visibility and developmental opportunities that this
generation enjoyed.
Another Decade
If the 1980s created a model of the artist as social
activist, working from the under-funded margins, in
order to contribute to the opposition to Thatcherism
at home and Reaganism13 abroad, then the 1990s in
many ways saw the dazzling opposite. It could be
argued that the oppositional irritant of 1980s artists’
collectives such as ‘The Docklands Community
Poster Project’14 provides a case in point. Their use
of cultural activity to focus local opposition to the
obliteration of working class communities in East
London by the government-sponsored London
Docklands Development Corporation (LDDC )15 and
their corporate partners, alerted ‘big money’ to the
potential benefits of harnessing fine art and cultural
activity to its own ends. The decision by the LDDC
and international property developers Olympia and
York16 to sponsor an exhibition by another energetic
and enterprising group of art students in 1988 in the
London Port Authority building in Surrey Docks,
entitled Freeze, saw the founding moment of the
celebrated YBA generation and transformed the
relationship between artists and global capitalism
from antagonistic opposition, to loving embrace.
This moment, and the resultant explosion in
the commercial gallery sector, has transformed the
‘palette of possibilities’ available to energetic art
students in a way that was difficult to imagine in
the early 1980s. It has gone on to transform public
perceptions of the artist, and of contemporary arts
practice, in a way that should be both acknowledged
and celebrated. It has also, however, raised ongoing

questions around the tension between the social,
educative and communal roles of art practices and
the potential of the art object to be reduced to a
token of capitalist exchange and investment.
These are questions keenly felt by artists
currently emerging from our university sector. They
are questions intensified by a political backdrop
of savage governmental attacks on both the
academic and the cultural sectors on the part of a
generation of Tory politicians who see themselves
as inheritors of Thatcher’s legacy, and who are
intent on completing her monetarist project with
fundamentalist zeal. The stage therefore appears set
for a series of struggles which, although in detail
very different from those raised in the 1980s, are
pitched in the same terrain and around the same
fundamental questions. The fact that the urban riots
of 2011 seemed so closely to mirror the urban riots
of 30 years earlier in 1981, and the early glimmer
of renewed student, community and trade union
activism in the face of vicious spending cuts, make
graphic the fact that we are living in a parallel
historical moment.
In conclusion therefore, it becomes timely to
re-examine the cultural and political archive of the
1980s in order to unpack and contextualise those
elements that make it an intriguing, if distorted,
mirror image of the present.

Keith Piper is an artist and Programme Leader,
MA Fine Art, Middlesex University
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Notes:
1. http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/art/news/
how-to-build-controversy-from-a-pile-of-bricks-2277359.html
2. “No Future” was a hook line from ‘God Save the Queen’ (May
1977 A&M Records) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/God_Save_
the_Queen_(Sex_Pistols_song)
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Winter_of_Discontent
4. http://www.soundonsound.com/sos/nov11/articles/classictracks-1111.htm
5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fordism
6. Initially, when the group was mounting exhibitions of the same
name, it went under the title ‘The Pan-African Connection’, only
subsequently becoming The Blk Art Group. http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/BLK_Art_Group
7. http://www.georgepadmoreinstitute.org/node/69
8. http://www.blackhistorywalks.co.uk/films-11-03/black-peoplesday-of-action-30-years-on-march-2-7-10pm
9. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1981_Brixton_riot
10. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1981_England_riots
11. My own more detailed account of this history can be found at
http://www.keithpiper.info/pathwaysto80s.html
12. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scarman_report
13. http://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Reaganism
14. http://www.arte-ofchange.com/content/docklandscommunity-poster-project-1981-8
15. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London_Docklands_
Development_Corporation
16. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Olympia_and_York
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Herdi Ali
In recent years Herdi Ali has produced series of
photographs that explore the economy of war,
statelessness and the humanitarian aid efforts of the
United Nations in the specific locale of Hawraman,
Kurdistan. Since mediaeval times, the territories
of Kurdistan have been disputed and colonised
in separatist conflicts with the authorities of Iraq,
Syria, Iran and Turkey. The works — of landscapes,
townscapes and portraits documenting displaced
populations in the Qandil mountain range — draw
upon the ‘objectivity’ of photojournalism, whilst
questioning the viewer’s received knowledge of the
history and contemporary situation of this region of
northern Iraq.
Ali’s photographs often document temporary
and permanent accommodation in Hawraman, an
area notable for the building of houses into mountain
slopes. Here (2012), for example, witnesses the civilian
calculation of resistance to attack in the village’s
hillside location. The works being exhibited in New Art
West Midlands document a makeshift outdoor school
set up by the UN and the bombed and burned-out
shell of a library.
For Ali, the economy of Kurdistan is one
predicated on the perverse economies of war
— economies in which children deal in spent
ammunition in return for sweets and oil is fought
over, bought and sold to the West while the local
population goes without food, shelter and education.
In interview, Ali describes the work Boy (2012):
I guess he must be about seven years old,
and when I saw him I saw myself at the
same age as photographed by my father in
similar surroundings. Other elements in the
photograph include a tent set up as temporary
accommodation by the UN and the corner of
a blue petrol barrel. It occurred to me that this
photograph could have been taken at any time
in the past sixty years, because of the consistent
elements that reflect the economy of Kurdistan;
what is poignant is that only the boy changes
across generations.
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Above: Boy (2012)
Photograph
59.4 x 84.1cm
Left: Book (2012)
Photograph
59.4 x 84.1cm

Above: Here, 2012
Left: Boy, 2012
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Lindsay Booker
The danger of a natural disaster is a real and present
fear in our lives. Earthquakes, hurricanes, tsunamis:
their physical destruction is often immeasurable.
Lindsay Booker’s background in geo-sciences has
informed her interest in tectonic movements and the
related forces that shape the global landscape. Like
many, her awareness of them is heightened through
seeing newsflash imagery of natural disasters, which
makes the devastating and tragic effects on people
and places clear.
Hints of an impending apocalypse are nothing
new. In 1816 the notorious ‘year without a summer’
caused mayhem, with 24-hour darkened skies
causing people to fear the end of the world. In 2010,
the eruption of the Icelandic volcano Eyjafjallajoküll
generated a huge ash cloud, leading to a global
halt on air travel. News coverage of many natural
disasters like this one remains etched on the human
consciousness.
Booker aims to emulate apocalyptic events in
her work, and artist Gordon Cheung is a notable
influence. She works initially in three-dimensions to
create stage-set environments, exploring different
shapes and forms which then influence her paperbased black ink drawings. Her work is a continual
interplay of the ‘natural’ world and the manmade,
highlighting the effects of tensions between the
needs of these two domains if ignored, and raising
important environmental issues.
Entropy (2012) is a large-scale, intricate pen and
ink drawing addressing the disorientating impact
of natural disaster on a mass scale. The imagery
is deliberately confusing to the eye: exaggerated
by its monochromatic palette and elaborate detail,
it alludes to the tsunami wave of The Great Wave
off Kanagawa (1830) by Japanese artist, Hokusai.
In portraying both landscape and detritus and
landscape as detritus, Booker confronts us with a
picture that is beautiful, intriguing and disturbing.
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Entropy (2012)
Pen and Japanese ink on paper
240 x 120cm
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Sophie Bullock
The film installations of Sophie Bullock look to bring
a new consciousness to the viewer through cinematic
experience. Her work’s intention is to explore the
power and influence of film in popular culture, from
the Hollywood feature film to world cinema and the
art house ‘flick’; she aims to offer the spectator a
participatory and interactive experience through
the retelling of narratives and, more specifically,
through the use of projection as sculptural form.
From her perspective that a film is never absolutely
complete, Bullock works with the malleability of the
medium to create new narratives from the cinematic
archive, creating montage that deploys a ‘cut and
paste’ aesthetic. Her remaking through use of the
ready-made film is in the tradition of contemporary
artists such as Christian Marclay, who often cuts
and re-joins films to create new assemblages that
reconstitute authorship.
Bullock’s work Mirror. Screen. Dream (2012)
reflects a year of conceptually-led experiments
that aimed to explore cinema’s hypnotic qualities;
she was especially interested in Christian Metz’s
application of the Freudian idea of ‘perceptual
transference’ (whereby the spectator’s conscious
brain activity switches over to the subconscious
during the film watching experience) and the
Brechtian dramatic technique of ‘breaking the fourth
wall’. This technique posits an imaginary wall

between actors in a play or film and their audience. It
involves a metaphorical or literal ‘breaking through’:
actors acknowledge the presence of the audience
by looking straight at the camera, seemingly
acknowledging that they are being watched.
Mirror. Screen. Dream uses clear perspex sheets
as moving translucent ‘screens’ to distort and
reflect the projected image and, at the same time,
to evoke the nebulous nature of the subconscious
mind in its fragmented recollection of dreams. The
perspex sheets create an immersive environment in
which to experience cinema, their rotation throwing
unexpectedly angular and momentary projections
onto the walls. The new, non-linear narrative created
using film noir excerpts cleverly addresses the
cinematic ‘gaze’: we observe characters looking
directly to camera in a careful, sequential ordering of
film clips that both disconcerts and engages the viewer.
Bullock has used found footage and audio for her
installation at Grand Union, creating a ‘smoke and
mirrors’ experience: viewers can see themselves and
fellow audience members clearly at all times, but have
a fleeting, almost dream-like relationship with the
projected imagery. The resultant ‘confrontation with
oneself’ aims to keep the viewers active in the work: as
they move so, too, do their perspectives on the work,
together with those of every other audience member.

Mirror Screen Dream (2012)
Six screen film installation
10 min, 27 secs
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Chris Clinton

Chris Clinton has made his recent works by
deconstructing and reconstructing a series of
increasingly rare novelty, paper-coil dartboards.
Most dartboards are now made of sisal, but Clinton
unwraps and reforms the lo-fi paper-based material
of these ‘found’ boards into wall-based works
that draw attention to notions of artistic labour,
originality and the processes of making art as a
locus for debate. The work is intuitive with a ‘let’s see
if this works’ approach and, by employing every-day
materials, Clinton attempts to lead us to contemplate
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how art is made — to concentrate on the creation
and authorship of its concepts and processes, rather
than what it is.
The original ‘novelty’ subject of the dartboards
is only apparent in the referencing of the titles: The
Bone Collector (2012) Hollywood film thriller, The
Simpsons #2 (2012) cartoon, the bunny-girl livery
of Playboy (2012). These allude to a disparate,
sometimes obscure array of icons and insignia from
contemporary popular culture. The graphic imagery
of dartboards is completely obliterated in the

rewrapping process, making way for the clean lines
of Modernist abstraction and geometric patterning.
The results may be minimal, of domestic scale and
informal, but that is not to deny the playfulness
with which these works examine materiality and
art historical precedents such as Jasper Johns’
series of Target paintings made between 1958 and
1961. Clinton’s ‘targets’ are at once depictions of a
dartboard and interchangeable with the real thing.
In this way Clinton’s work is, incongruously, both
representational and abstract.

Left: Playboy (2012)
Paper coil dartboard
48cm diameter
Above: The Simpsons #2 (2012)
Paper coil dartboard
48cm diameter
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Hannah Elmes
Responding to and influenced by the natural decay
of architecture over time, Elmes uses a Polaroid
camera to capture empty spaces devoid of activity.
Informed by artists such as Glenn Brown and George
Shaw, her artwork responds to derelict buildings and
desolate spaces and it is important that it evokes a
similar emptiness.
In a vein akin to some of the other artists in
this exhibition, Elmes is inspired by dilapidated,
overlooked and decaying buildings and their future
uncertainty. Old versus new, ethereal versus tangible,
isolated versus crowded. These opposites are all
uncovered in Elmes’ work through her processes of
layering and stripping back; the work is also driven
by a need to recapture and retain the past, both
formally and conceptually.
Elmes uses materials such as acrylic paint,
texture pastes, sand and Polyfilla to create her work.
She builds up to three layers of paint and textures
on her board, and then applies a thick layer of white
emulsion paint before placing her enlarged black and
white Polaroid image onto the surface face down.
Next follows a labour-intensive process of
scratching away at the paper to reveal the
transferred image underneath. Elmes’ procedure for
making the work not only emulates the erosion of
derelict buildings but also presents the artwork as an
object of decay.
Consider her title The Evolutionary Void (2012).
Initially conjuring up thoughts of a vast space
‘void’ of existence, for Elmes it also refers to the
dominance of digital media today and society’s
demands for newness, whether that be through new
technology, having the latest designer brands or
through contemporary architecture. Importantly,
she questions our obsession with replacement and
how this infiltrates in many ways. When something
is replaced, what happens to our memory of it? Is it
superseded by nostalgic longing or sentimentality,
and where do these responses reside?
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Untitled 2 (2012)
Mixed media on board
42 x 29.7cm
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Matthew Evans
All of Matthew Evans’ sculptures are playful,
considering the semiotics of the ‘one-liner’: they are
pun-making in art through the deciphering of codes.
Sometimes his altered found objects function by
means of a frivolous joke, such as Firestarter (2012)
(a Swan Vesta matchbox etched with a portrait of
Keith Flint from the band, Prodigy). In other works,
such as What do you get if you cross a penis with a
potato? A dictator (2011), Evans comments on the
politics of dictatorship and authority, laser-etching a
portrait of Joseph Stalin, amongst others, onto a canvas
of wooden rulers. Thus, the ‘one-liner’ is questioned.
Meaning in these sculptures is complicated
and often much darker than first impressions
suggest. In It’s Streetfighting Time (2012) Evans
etches a wooden baseball bat: ‘us’ is written on the
handle and ‘them’ at the base. Out of the context
of a baseball game and with the addition of words
carefully chosen and positioned to question power

relations, even without knowing its title this work
conjures up menacing connotations of the violence
of domestic or street assault.
Evans’ arguably more ‘serious’ works operate
alongside the tricksiness of a wider body of
euphemistic sculptures that address lighter subject
matter. Loaded (2011), with its gambling die laseretched with dollar signs and money-bags, betrays
a street-wise and mischievous sensibility coupled
with a desire to build layered meaning — meaning
enhanced by his use of technically challenging
etching techniques. The strength of Evans’ ‘trickster
art’ lies in its combination of humour, word play,
esoteric use of cultural languages, and the creation
of small objects of desire. He works as mischiefmaker to explore historical and contemporary myths,
highlighting the comedic value and incongruities of
social, political, popular and youth culture.

Loaded (2011)
Laser etched plastic dice
1.4 x 1.4 x 1.4cm
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What do you get if you cross a penis and
a potato? A dictator (2011)
Laser etched wooden rulers
30 x 30 x 0.4cm
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Karen Gazey
Karen Gazey often works with objects and digital
imaging to create installations that explore the effects
of representation and exploit complex relationships
of pattern, meaning, image and site. Past works have
used weathered, worn and pierced surfaces that
play with a source of natural or projected light to
present glimpses of detail or fragments of intricate,
delicate pattern. The fluctuation of light levels in her
installations determines viewers’ relationships with
them at the moment of their engagement, creating
a sense of immediacy and reinforcing the transient
nature of the experience. Gazey’s installations often
play on a personal, past encounter of her own which
can act as a touchstone or vessel for the personal
experiences of others.
In No Place Like Home (2012) a platter in the form
of a ceremonial Passover Seder plate is presented
on a shelf of a 1930s/40s Art Deco-style English oak
sideboard; the sideboard was deliberately chosen
for its political associations with the era of the
build-up to the Second World War. Seder plates have
special significance in the Jewish ritual family meal
celebrated during Passover, which is traditionally
prepared and eaten at home and involves retelling
the story of the exodus from Egypt. The digital image

on the plate was created by projecting light through
a traditional Spode porcelain pattern traced in
pinholes on parchment — which Gazey describes
as ‘a virtual sewing process’. Use of this technique
creates a warmth and tactility to the installation,
which uses contrasting, culturally resonant objects
and pattern designs to examine domestic and public
life, notions of multi-cultural and multi-faith society
and, especially, migration.
The traditional Spode design of the projected
edging of the Seder plate, juxtaposed with its central
patterning using the Hebrew symbol of the ‘Star of
David’, creates curious cultural cross-overs of belief
and faith. Gazey considers freedom of expression
and how and why people decide on what should
remain hidden and what exposed, what kept private
and what made public. The surface pattern of the
plate breaks down into chaos in the projection
sequence, metaphorically alluding to the turbulence
and destruction experienced in Europe during the
rise of fascism and subsequently, the Second World
War. But, then, the pattern reforms, reinforcing the
aim of No Place Like Home to stand as testimony to
resilience in the face of adversity, as metaphor for
projection of the past into the future.

No Place Like Home (2011)
Oak cabinet, ceremonial platter,
digital projection
Dimensions variable
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Corey Hayman

Corey Hayman’s art reflects her interest in subject
matter that she terms ‘authoritative material’. This
material comprises actions, processes, etiquettes
and civil and legal constructs, as well as more
tangible objects and cultural production that she
then uses to question power relations, authority and
societal hierarchies. Employing a variety of tactical
means including performance, appropriation,
instruction and negotiation, Hayman often focuses
on discourse concerning the position of the artist in
society; she conducts action research enquiries that
consider artistic control, plagiarism, authenticity
and ownership. These enquiries become manifest
as artworks, films and videos, documentation and
artist’s books that attend to the complexity of the
personal, political and moral actions of each project,
sometimes with the aim of capturing their contingent
ephemera. These methods enable both Hayman and
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the viewer to interrogate the role of the artist and
to engage with ongoing debates of ‘institutional
critique’ that query ‘what is art?’
In her film installation Innocence of the Image
(2012), Hayman presents us with a series of moral
and legal dilemmas of artistic, personal and
political significance. She uses imagery from the
controversial racist cartoon film, Scrub Me Mama
with a Boogie Beat, made by Walter Lantz in 1941
and which was banned from broadcast by Lantz’s
studios immediately following its making. Although
not one of the infamous ‘censored eleven’ films made
by Warner Brothers during the same period, the
film was banned because of its racist portrayals of
Black people — in appearance and behaviour — as
the residents of the fictional Lazy Town, set in the
southern states of the USA. Unlike the ‘censored
eleven’ films, in relation to which Warner Brothers

Innocence of the Image (2012)
Stills from film installation

continue to be zealous in their renewal of copyright,
Universal failed to renew what was then its copyright
for Scrub Me Mama with a Boogie Beat after the 70
year lapse period, and it has now fallen into public
domain ownership.
Innocence of the Image is multi-layered: Hayman
contrives to disrupt the narrative by cutting out a
core-square at the centre of the projection frame. This
square, reflecting the beautiful, saturated colours of
the cartoon, but giving little sense of its malevolent
content, is projected and then translated into the
‘make-up’ palette of Hayman’s accompanying book,
A Corrupt Beauty (2012). Innocence of the Image
opens a window onto the tensions of wrongful
ownership. As a black female artist there is a
personal conflict for Hayman in showing this cartoon
but, now that it is in the public domain, she chooses
publicly to screen a version of it — an act designed
delicately to question her moral compass.

At Grand Union, Hayman presents The Proposal
Series, a collection of documentation of purposefully
absurd acts that continue her exploration of
authority and her position and responsibilities as
an artist. Using the service industry as her medium,
she pushes the limits of assumed power dynamics
between supplier and customer (or artist and viewer).
In Car Wash, she asks employees at local car washes
to perform the 'Superman' stance for her. Some
accede to this unusual request, for which she pays
the same price as a basic car wash; others refuse on
grounds of distrust. Hayman deploys the resulting
documentation of these slapstick actions as a
means of playing out capitalist power structures and
interrogating her position within them.
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Chloe Hodge

Refusing to forget what has gone before, Chloe
Hodge uses modern film techniques to celebrate
analogue film and to lament its replacement by
contemporary digitisation.
Hodge describes her work as a combination of
nostalgia, beauty and the uncanny. Using films
inherited from her grandparents, her own films
coalesce nostalgic footage of family childhoods
captured from all over the world. For the artist, films
with personal connections from this era are rare and
she felt it important that the material be shown.
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However, there is nothing sentimental about
her approach, which sees her splice, cut, pierce,
manipulate and alter her film material to emphasise
its cracks and imperfections. In the making of Splits
(2012), Hodge transferred two hours worth of film
to video, capturing it digitally so that it could be
edited. She watched the films through at half-speed
and, each time she noticed a crack or imperfection,
she froze and rewound the footage by a couple of
milliseconds, backwards and then forwards. These
clips were then isolated and added together in a
timeline. The film’s sound was downloaded and

added digitally, echoing that of an 18mm player to
emphasise the maturity of her source material and
the original process and playing methods.
Talking about Splits Hodge says that it ‘allowed
me to condense two hours of film into less than a
minute, to appreciate thirty-four years of film making
in under one minute.’ By merging the processes
of analogue and digital film making, through her
technical manipulations Hodge not only laments
the passing of previous processes but sets about
constructing her own narratives.

Splits (2012)
Stills from video projection
1 min
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Jane Howie
Jane Howie’s work explores ideas of the throwaway
in contemporary culture. Recurrent themes in her
work include loss, abandonment, displacement of
populations, and the intrusion of human activity on
the landscape — sometimes domestic landscapes
of the accumulated clutter and packaging of
consumerism, sometimes global landscapes of
man-made environmental disaster. By making
free-standing sculptures from the human traces
of discarded and unwanted materials such as
cardboard boxes and oil cans, Howie highlights the
impact of malevolent, ambivalent and unintentional
human action on a range of environments.
Flotsam#2 (2012), the title of one of Howie’s
freestanding sculptures, means the floating refuse
or debris of the ocean — discarded odds and ends
as well as the wreckage or cargo that remains afloat
after a ship has sunk. In her works, specific objects
such as old oil cans, water containers and mattresses
are combined. There is an overriding sense of
displaced material and incongruity, enhanced when
sculptures are shown within a formal gallery space;
however their combinations of objects feel eerily
familiar since, all too often, we have seen them
somewhere before. Newsflash imagery of the manmade disaster, of an oil tanker that has run aground,
or of the devastating aftermath wrought upon wildlife
and the environment, highlights an ever present
occurrence resulting from late capitalism.
Through drawing attention to the inherent
conflict between our addiction to consumerism and
our increasing interest in green and environmental
issues, Howie’s sculptures are both confrontational
and contemplative. They encourage viewers to reflect
on how ephemeral choices and events, and the way
that human beings live their lives, can have largescale and lasting impact, however unintentional that
impact may be.

Flotsam#2 (2012)
Mixed media
Dimensions variable
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Rashid Khan

Rashid Khan’s artworks are paper copies of their
functional originals. Intended to be placed in the
originals’ everyday locations, these incredibly
accurate and intricately made paper replicas trick
the observer into thinking that they are, in fact, ‘the
real thing.’ A light switch, banana skin, dead fly and
muffin wrapper all become part of Khan’s paper
language, delineating the (almost) invisible divide
between the object in reality and the one that he has
so accurately constructed out of paper.
Instructions for the display of Khan’s paper
replicas are an open invitation for them to be
trodden on, thrown in the bin or generally ignored.
One set of instructions reads: ‘Banana Skin. To be
placed on the floor in the exhibition; discarded. Not
near to the other artworks exhibited on the walls but
in the middle of the room, so people are allowed to
walk over it.’
So what does this attempted invisibility mean,
and if Khan’s ‘artworks’ are intended to take on the
authenticity of the functional objects from which
they derive, together with their circumstances and
life-spans, then does it matter that they become
unnoticed? On whom, exactly, does the joke end up
being: the audience or the artist?
Khan’s work recalls Andrea Fraser’s infamous,
Museum Highlights: A Gallery Tour (1989) when
she took on the persona of a museum docent,
Jane Castleton. Instead of taking audiences on
the familiar gallery tour and introducing them to
the paintings hung on the walls, she led them to
view the bathrooms, cafeteria and museum stores,
highlighting objects such as wash basins – with the
effect (akin to that of Marcel Duchamp’s Fountain
(1917)) of introducing their ‘artistic’ qualities.
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With Khan’s artworks we are refused that
‘tour’: their discovery is left purely to the presence
of an object label and their location in a space
(often within the confines of a gallery or museum
building). The ‘presence’ or ‘existence’ of these
paper sculptures relies largely on one thing: where
they are located. Their operation as signifiers — as
objects, or paper replicas of objects — is reliant
on the context of the venue and the circumstances
of their reception. By frustrating our desire to ‘see’
them within a gallery setting (or not), Khan’s artworks
generate a form of institutional critique which
interrogates boldly the roles of artist, audience,
museum and curator.
Khan’s sculptures are akin to three-dimensional
versions of 17th century trompe l’oeil paintings,
designed to create wonderment through magical
illusions of the real. For the artist, encounters with
his objects highlight familiarity with the everyday,
and one’s habit of not looking (or of overlooking)
things that seem unimportant. Works like Dead Fly
(2010) and Cigarettes in Ashtray (2012) can be seen
to parody the old joke about the cleaner throwing
away the art work because it looks like rubbish; they
practically invite the cleaner to do so.
For Grand Union, Khan is re-creating health and
safety ephemera such as slippery surface signs in
a wry look at the ubiquitous over-legislation that
leads to environments full of signage. He plays with
signs’ interruption of the 'white cube' space, and our
tendency to ignore them completely.

Muffin Wrapper (2012)
Paper, paint
7 x 4cm
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Sally Larke
A memorial denotes negativity and stasis because of
its associations with loss. But what if it were possible
to create memorials that, by their operation, were
‘living’ and dynamic?
Sally Larke’s Project 23: A Ceramic Memorial
Installation (2012) comprises a series of memorial
artworks for her brother Dave, who died at 23 from
epilepsy in 2003. As a visual poem to her brother,
Larke has made a series of minute ceramic pots
presented on framed shelves; the pots represent his
life. Their rims, scale, form and colours vary, acting
as metaphors for different emotions and influences,
and different ages. The platinum strips on some of
the vessels represent the increased brain activity
that corresponds with the heightened effects of
epilepsy and the fits that Dave feared happening in
public. The pots represent Larke’s past conversations
about her brother with family and friends and the
work alludes to the ways in which human beings keep
objects because of the memories that they signify.
There a few different versions of Project 23: an
earlier one revealed text on many of the pots that
referred to both positive and negative emotions. The
project moved forward to become less personally
specific, however, comprising more functional ware
and intended to celebrate positive and negative
human character attributes in a whimsical way.
Produced on a tiny scale, Larke’s porcelain
vessels have an overriding sense of fragility about
them. They are presented so as to appear to be
for domestic use, as if perched on kitchen shelves
for display, and perhaps as best china of the kind
only to be used on special occasions. However, this
pervading sense of preciousness runs counter to
Larke’s procedure and purpose and she is adamant
that the pots must not remain static: throughout the
course of their exhibition, the artist rearranges them
by touching, moving and dispersing them to different
places on the shelves so that new memories can
emerge. For the artist, ‘creating new memories feels
more of a positive tribute rather than a reflective,
static memorial.’
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Project 23: A Ceramic Memorial
Installation (2012)
Ceramics, wood, paint
30 x 25cm
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Stuart Layton

On Saturdays the Club Woman would come to
collect money.
If we could not pay, we’d hide in the cupboard
under the stairs
while Nan and Pete would be behind the sofa.
The Club Woman was wise to this, and would
shout through the letterbox
that she knew we were in.
Me and Lee would start sniggering, and receive a
clip round the ear for our indiscretion.
— Text from The Club Woman Cometh (2012)
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Layton’s practice oscillates between making
paintings and making videos and films. This
involves a search for crossovers, departures and
interconnections, drawing on the still and moving
image and analogue and digital approaches. He
is particularly interested in paintings’ and films’
differing potentials to evoke memory and landscapes
of individual and collective imagining.
The Club Woman Cometh is the first in a trilogy
of films that aspires to make memories visible in
place and time — in this case the Black Country
of the late 1970s and 1980s. A montage of footage
from historical, personal and public domain sources,
the film’s images, soundtrack and commentary
aim to conjure what it feels like to look back and
simultaneously to construct a tangible ‘present’. The

source footage encompasses philosophy, politics,
current affairs, film, music and literature as well
as Layton’s own documentation of the everyday.
The film sets out to confront shared and individual
gendered, political, class and cultural experience
inflected by age and geography: experience is
committed to memory, some to be forgotten, some
later to be misremembered or reconfigured, some
to be recollected as clearly as if it were new, some
approximately.
Layton’s films avoid sentimentality in their
questioning of the real and the imagined by
dealing clear-headedly with the connotations of
personal and collective nostalgia. His is a process
exploring memory as the visual clutter of our present
minds. His new, large-scale installation of video

and film for Grand Union explores the fallibility
of memory and its impact on the retelling of ‘true’
stories. The video works bring together personal,
family documentation, found footage and newly
produced film; his paintings comprise collections
of remembered contexts and situations that form
abstracted narratives alluding to a culture of
information overload and feelings of disconnection.

The Club Woman Cometh (2012)
Stills from film
5 mins
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MSFAC — Margaret Street Free Arts Council
Amy Wallis
Niall Rakhura Singh
Matthew Springer

MSFAC is a group of three fine art graduates who
initially connected through their shared interest
in politics and activism. Working as a collective
under the umbrella MSFAC, they aim to provide a
platform for ethical collaboration whilst promoting
the importance of critical theory in the art world and
society at large.
MSFAC’s objectives are to ‘provide a viable
platform for ourselves and others to prove the
sustainability of a working artists’ council, whilst
promoting debate and validating free exchange.’
Many of MSFAC’s artworks are site-specific and
their reflection upon, and collective response to, a
public or private space has become a fundamental
aspect of their artistic practice: they use it as a
starting point to expose existing ideologies and as
a negotiation of these in light of the effects of past
and present political trends. For MSFAC, the pretexts
of such constructed and often capitalist tendencies
can be seen in the monumental representation of
ideology through architecture. By interrogating
the many layered aspects of a city — for example
Birmingham — MSFAC juxtapose and question
assumptions about a place and the carefully
constructed plans, aspirations and narratives that
are eventually played out there.
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The use of cheap and everyday items for making
their work is integral to MSFAC’s underpinning
ethic of sustainability and free exchange,
thereby critiquing contemporary art’s reliance on
commercialism and its money-making prerequisite.
For New Art West Midlands, MSFAC have
created new site-specific artworks in the gallery
spaces. These reflect the core processes explored,
which centre on printmaking, photography and
multi-media installation as well as production of a
free publication for gallery visitors. For MSFAC, in
Birmingham there is a visual layering of industry
and architecture made up of canals, train bridges
and the all too familiar spaghetti junction. Built to
serve the demands of society, MSFAC view these
structures as a multitude of pathways rather than as
a negative, failed utopia. Indeed, Birmingham’s motto
is ‘FORWARD’.

Nasty Shock (2011)
Newsprint, screen print

Dean O’Brien

In 1991 Ukraine finally attained its independence
following the dissolution of the USSR. In 2011, Yulia
Tymoshenko — former Prime Minister and the driving
force of the 2004 pro-democracy Orange Revolution
— was jailed for seven years having been found
guilty of abuse of office. Widely condemned by the
West as politically motivated, Tymoschenko accused
President Viktor Yanukovych of rigging the trial and
compared it to the horrific purges by Soviet dictator
Josef Stalin.
Against this backdrop, Dean O’Brien’s work
addresses the cultural phenomenon of ‘mail order
brides’ which, by no means unique to Ukraine,
has become synonymous with the country. Taking
marriage agency adverts as a starting point,
O’Brien seeks to capture the complexities of this
booming industry which advocates escapism for
Ukrainian women through offering them the bounties
of Western, UK life and a desirable, professional
man. Most troubling are the stereotypes that are
reinforced by the marriage agency adverts, which
purport the ideal woman as blonde, beautiful and
domesticated.
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The result of meeting and interviewing many
people who work as marriage brokers or are looking
for their ideal partner, O’Brien’s photographs
illustrate a genuine understanding and compassion
for the people who feature in them, as well as an
objective criticality in relation to the wider situation.
As the industry has grown in popularity and success
it has equally fallen into disrepute, with men who
have failed to find love in their own country preying
on desperate women keen to escape their dire social
circumstances.
O’Brien asks ‘Who are these men and women?
And what really drives them to seek relationships
outside the country they call home?’ In the artist’s
photographic series, he follows two individuals in
their pursuit of love abroad: Katya, a Ukrainian
woman tired of the lack of opportunities in her
own country and Pete, a disillusioned British man
looking for companionship elsewhere. Importantly,
O’Brien’s photographs illustrate that escapism,
whether on a practical or personal level, is always a
marketable commodity and often with a hefty price
tag attached.

Yulia — the ideal woman (2012)
Photograph
50 x 40cm
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Lizzie Prince

Below: Untitled III (2012)
Etching, chine colle and embossment
37 x 21cm
Right: Untitled II (2012)
Etching and embossment
33 x 28cm

Brutalist architecture has always sparked debate.
Constructed in the 1960s and ’70s, its ‘marmite
effect’ has inspired a clear love or, more commonly,
hatred of its concrete and cold appearance. That
said, the threat of demolition now hangs over much
of it, and much has already been replaced by
Postmodernist architecture using materials such as
metal and expanses of glass.
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Lizzie Prince’s work explores the geometry of
buildings, particularly Brutalist buildings, and she
uses these architectural forms to explore spatial
relationships within the two-dimensional confines of
the paper. Armed with her camera she visits iconic
sites such as the Park Hill estate in Sheffield and
Birmingham’s soon to be demolished Central Library.
Copying, cutting and enlarging her photographs,
she uses these as a base for her collages which

then inform her final prints. For Prince, Brutalist
architecture is like parts of a collage and her artistic
process reflects the flat-pack, concrete-filled modules
of this oeuvre.
Influenced by the collage techniques of John
Stezaker and the architecture of Le Corbusier, Prince’s
artwork juxtaposes, manipulates and re-interprets
spatial fragments to create new relationships
exploring both two and three-dimensionality. The

precise placement and use of embossing helps to
create a new space within the two-dimensional plane,
which is then enclosed by the picture frame itself.
Prince is often asked which buildings her
individual prints correspond to, but it is not that clearcut. It is this ‘muddying of the waters’ that enables
her prints to refuse viewers clarity of vision, inviting
them in to spaces which, familiar yet unrecognisable,
are quintessentially her own.
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Justyna Ptak
The photography of Justyna Ptak aims to bring to
the fore banal and trivial scenes which nevertheless
form a vital part of reality and lived experience. Ptak
describes the subject matter of her photographs as
‘abandoned non-moments’. In their composition each
of her works expresses a consciousness of the frame,
but at the same time invites the viewer to consider a
story that might exist just outside it.
House #1 (2012) forms part of a larger body of
work that explores the notion of translated meaning
through photography. In previous exhibitions these
close-ups of domestic interiors — of wooden and
glass partitions, of stairs, of the space underneath
the sofa — have been presented as suspended
transparencies allowing the viewer literally to move
back and forth, to navigate these ‘frameless’ works to
create personal communication and engagement.
For the New Art West Midlands 2013 exhibition,
Ptak has produced a version of House #1 as a
photograph rather than a transparency to explore
meaning achieved through use of the frame and its
effect on representation of the ‘uncanny’ aspects of
domestic spaces — when something can be foreign,
but familiar at the same time. For Ptak, the way that the
photograph affects the viewer is more important than
the signification of the object. Her main interest lies in
using photography to explore the relationship between
known and unknown, between thought and image.
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House #1 (2012)
Photograph
70 x 70cm
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Michelle Taylor
Left: Narrative Artefact 1 (2011)
Ceramic cup and saucer, textile, print,
silk thread, vintage paper
12 x 6cm
Right: Narrative Artefact 2 (2011)
Ceramic plate, textile, print,
silk thread, vintage paper
diameter 25cm

Michelle Taylor’s ceramic sculpture works across
two art-forms, fusing craft with fine art. Her works
juxtapose the materiality of hard, ‘found’ ceramic
items such as teacups and dinner plates, with soft,
hand-crafted and hand-stitched printed textiles
with embroidery, to make new objects referencing a
personal childhood narrative of maternal loss. In an
attempt to cherish the memory of her mother, Taylor
constantly wore a childhood item of clothing that she
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associated with her mother’s physical presence. When
the clothing started to perish, she repaired it creating
a metaphor of ‘stitching back together’ memories in
an effort to preserve her mother’s very existence.
Taylor is interested in how emotional attachment
can be created using inanimate objects, in how
abstract objects can become imbued with a
concrete, physical presence rich with personal
meaning in its associations. Works in her series

Narrative Artefacts (2012) use found pieces of
domestic china which are then deconstructed
and altered through industrial techniques such as
sandblasting, cutting and drilling. These new forms
are then ‘restored’: they are mended with processes
employing hand-crafted materials such as textiles,
print, knit, embroidery and vintage paper, creating a
fragmented, non-linear narrative resonant of how we
remember. Taylor’s intention is to contrast the harsh

industrial processes of sandblasting and drilling used
to deconstruct, with the gentility of stitching used to
reconstruct.
With these works the artist also expresses an
interest in feminist approaches to art history: they
question the separation of the worlds of craft and
fine art that continues to be a major force in the
marginalisation of ‘women’s work’ from the canon.
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Clair Walton

Irony, humour, fragility and trauma interweave in
Clair Walton’s work. Influenced by artists such as
Doris Salcedo, Robert Gober and Felix GonzalesTorres, the work is rooted in autobiographical
experience whilst also exploring broad themes of
human existence and memory.
Dying West (2009) consists of a bike wrapped
in wool, its utility removed and replaced by a new
functionality — as an object to be viewed. Concealed
but not forgotten, the bike is still present and its
overall shape clear. However, the viewer is refused
access to its mechanisms and the colour of its frame
and is left wondering who it belonged to. The woollen
shape has now become the signifier for the bike,
a metonymical association which the viewer now
makes. But how do we know if there is an actual bike
under there? Perhaps it’s just a cardboard cut-out.
Walton describes memory as a cruel anchor that
inhibits moving away, and wrapping the bicycle
in grey wool is, for the artist, a significant act of
cosseting and protecting a people and culture. The
bicycle used in the artwork originally belonged to
the artist’s mother, who rode it to and from work
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at a geriatric mental health nursing home where
she was a Deputy Sister. Riding it from her home in
Warwick to Leamington Spa for her job, her journeys
were often on dark mornings and evenings after
extremely long shifts. The bicycle was her vital mode
of transportation, a means to get from A to B, swiftly
and easily. For viewers who know this, the artwork
references not only the life of the bike but also the user,
the artist’s mother, whose West Ireland heritage and
Irish culture have also influenced Walton’s artwork.
There seems to be an element of catharsis in
Walton’s work which may refer to the pervasive sense of
grappling with memory that her pieces seem to explore.
Dying West was made when the artist began a body
of work titled “Oh what a tangled web we weave
when at first we practise to deceive…” exploring the
language of thread and which involved making very
fine web-like structures and teasing out material to a
point of tension, just before breaking point.
Aside from this, there is a humorous undertone
and wrapping a bike in wool may indeed be a lot of
fun, if a little tricky.

Dying West (2009)
Bicycle, wool
178 x 100 x 55cm
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Gareth Weston
Gareth Weston is a multi-disciplinary artist working
across fine art, design and visual communications.
Working with collage and video, his explorations
of concepts of the ‘creative self’ propose humour,
eccentricity, rawness and spontaneity as
approaches to making art and ways of being in the
face of modern challenges that include developments
in new technologies.
He combines abstraction and autobiographical
representation using intense colour and pattern to
consider the complex and difficult nature of creative
‘mind’, one aspect of which is the requirement of artists
consistently to question and redefine their relevance.
Weston’s stop-motion animation video work Snag
(2012), which he describes as ‘slow-art’, deliberately
employs lo-fi animation techniques to produce a
highly visual representation of the personal creative
process. This work of ‘bedroom art’ tells a story
drawn from imagined and real-world experience to
create a material portrait of the artist, deliberately
testing the viewer’s engagement and attention span
in following the narrative to its completion. Along
the same lines, Weston’s mixed-media work Get With
The Times (2012) rues the perceived demise of the
art of classical story-telling which has been eroded
by a public desire for instantaneity in the media
landscape – a landscape that demands 24-hour news
and quick-fire responses through social networking.
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Get with the Times (2012)
Leather, chicken bones, paint, ink
30 x 30cm
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Grace Williams
Our beliefs do not sit passively in our brains
waiting to be confirmed or contradicted by
incoming information. Instead, they play a key
role in shaping how we see the world.
— Prof. Richard Wiseman1
The work of Grace Williams questions notions of
seeing and believing by contrasting the supposed
rationality of knowledge that is produced and proved
through scientific experiment with the irrationality of
an experiential belief in the supernatural (with that
which exists beyond nature and beyond science).
Although generally considered an anomalous and
fantastical sphere of thought and ‘experience’,
visual representation of the supernatural continues
to proliferate in popular culture and Williams uses
it primarily to explore authenticity: what is real and
what is imagined, as generated through a derided
belief-system? What is the truth and what is not, as
revealed through the medium of photography?
In Spiritual Ectoplasm (2011) Williams explores
the supernatural through the falsified narrative of
a female fictional character of her own invention,
Cyd Brice, who is ‘performed’ by the artist. The
work, as a film and a photographic piece — handpainted by the artist to imply ‘found’ footage — is
redolent of the analogue and sepia-tinted aesthetic
of the photographic materials that constitute the
T.G. Hamilton archive (Manitoba, Canada). This
collection purports to document the activity of
supernatural ‘happenings’, recording Hamilton’s
experiments in contacting the dead, conducted
during the first two decades of the twentieth
century. These ‘happenings’ include séances,
medium-ship and the female bodily expulsion of
spiritual ectoplasm (a viscous substance in which
two-dimensional images of the summoned dead
are supposedly manifest). It is the female body as
a vessel for spirituality that is almost exclusively
documented in the Hamilton archive and Williams
uses this deliberate construct to consider the
historically entrenched and stereotypically gendered
relationship between the female sex and the
supernatural.
Williams expresses an interest in the function
and aesthetic of the zoetrope — whereby the illusion
of motion is generated with the sequential ‘flicking’
through of static images — along with other methods
from early cinema production used in the staging
of tricks of the eye and fakery. In the film work After
Cecil Beaton (2011), she draws directly on a
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commissioned photo-shoot that Cecil Beaton
undertook for Vanity Fair magazine in which he
manipulated shadows to effect mirroring in the
bodies of female models. In this work Williams
questions the objectification of the female body by
using a zoetrope technique to provide a repetitive
sequence of moving, disembodied legs in mirror
image. These moving legs are not overtly sexual, but
they are evidently and purposefully gendered. Never
faltering from their continuous cycle they eventually
become inert; we wait for a break in the monotony,
but it never comes.
1 Wiseman, Richard (2011) Paranormality, London:
Macmillan, p.8

After Cecil Beaton (2012)
Animated short film, looped
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Rafal Zar
Rafal Zar’s paintings aim to reflect states of mind
involved in making sense of the early twenty-first
century world; specifically, Zar seeks to articulate
the position of ‘the other’ as delineated by societal,
moral and legal constructs. Produced over the past
five years, these works employ a range of recurring
visual motifs most often in the context of dystopian
narratives. These narratives explore the political,
societal, economic and cultural position of ‘the other’
as artist, female, ethnic minority, working-class,
immigrant, homosexual, atheist, anti-capitalist,
Black Madonna, merman, and blue humanoid Na’vi
(from the recent Hollywood blockbuster, Avatar).
Often addressing taboo and emotionally-charged
subject matter that questions human behaviour, Zar’s
depiction of a cute, cartoon-like animal kingdom
populated by deer, bears, foxes, rabbits, pandas,
budgerigars and octopi produces a false sense of
security through these creatures’ associations with
the ‘natural’. But, often through Zar’s distorting their
kitsch manner, these disconcerting ‘others’ raise
serious questions about identity. Take the dolphin for
example: is it a mammal or a fish? The penguin: is it a
fish or a bird?

Although individually titled — The Elephant
Man and Me (2011) and Not Everything is Music,
Not Everything is Art (2012), for example — Zar
rarely displays his paintings in isolation. Instead
he invites viewers to reflect upon the complexity
of societal positioning (imposed or asserted)
through their display in multi-media, altar-type
installations. By this means, the works make claim
to changing significance in different contexts
and as viewed by different audiences. In their
composition and symbolism the paintings allude
to religious icon painting. Zar’s ‘altar’ is an
unstable, wallpaper pasting table; its white cloth
is covered with a diorama of artificial flowers,
specially crafted felt creatures and multi-coloured,
jewel-like ‘turds’ wrapped in the foil of chocolate
Christmas decorations. These objects are at once
humorous, bleak, compelling and repugnant; they
encapsulate Zar’s desire to ‘balance on a tightrope of
contradictory meanings’.

HCCCA (Higher Concepts of
Contemporary Conceptual Art)
(detail), (2012)
Oil on canvas, wood, needle felted and
clay sculptures, plastic flowers, rug,
table and tablecloth
Dimensions variable
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The Elephant Man and Me (2011)
Oil on canvas
100 x 100cm
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VISUAL ARTISTS´

We live in a world saturated by
images of one form or another
and opportunities for artists
are increasingly dependant on
flexibility of approach within well
established disciplines. Visual
Arts at Coventry University
is about being engaged in
an exciting, stimulating and
challenging world of images,
objects and ideas. Our students
are taught by top-level creative
practitioners and encouraged to
develop their own potential to
exploit imaginative, experimental
opportunities that stretch and
challenge accepted orthodoxies.
BA (Hons) Fine Art
BA (Hons) Fine Art & Illustration
BA (Hons) Illustration & Animation
MA Contemporary Arts Practice
MA Illustration & Animation
Foundation Diploma in
Art & Design

www.coventry.ac.uk/csad
admissions.ad@coventry.ac.uk
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Pregraduate
BTEC Level 3 Foundation Diploma Art and
Design
Creative Self Development Art and Design
Day and Evening Leisure Classes

Undergraduate
BTEC HND Fine Art
BA (Hons) Art and Design
BA (Hons) Fine Art

Postgraduate Art-Based Masters
Programme
MA Art and Design
MA Arts and Education
MA Art, Health and Well-being
MA Arts Practice and Education
MA Arts and Project Management
MA Contemporary Curatorial Practice
MA Digital Arts in Performance
MA Fine Art
MA History of Art and Design
MA Media Arts Philosophy Practice
MA Queer Studies in Arts and Culture
Artist Teacher Scheme Short Course

Research
Master of Philosophy (MPhil)
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)
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Celebrating 125 years of art, The School of
Art at Margaret Street is a stimulating,
creative and contemporary learning
environment offering practical, critical and
reflective skills to best prepare you for a
broad range of career opportunities.
Study in our multi-award-winning, Grade
I-listed Venetian Gothic building in the
heart of the city - the spiritual home and
initial inspiration for countless artists of
international reputation.
Open Days held throughout the year
For more information visit:
www.bcu.ac.uk/biad
or call our course enquiry team on:
0121 331 5595

ART AND DESIGN
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WORCESTER
“We are a lively community of scholars, researchers
and creative practitioners. To join the Institute is
to be part of a rich culture of activity, shaped by
the knowledge that academic and creative work is
exciting, enriching and empowering.”

Fine Art Practice
Animation
Art & Design
Graphic Design
& Multimedia
Illustration
Digital Film Production
Creative Digital Media

Prof Antonia Payne
Head of Institute, Humanities &Creative Arts

www.worcester.ac.uk
Image: Lucinda Hodgetts, ‘Attraction and Repulsion’ (photo: Dan Roach)
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Develop your creative future
Newly launched in 2012 the MA in Creative Futures at Staffordshire University you as a recent
graduate or practitioner the opportunity to continue to develop your chosen discipline and
specialist practice at masters level.

Image from Alex Moore’s successful “F/00d” show
(copyright)

Matt Lucas

You will gain:
• Advanced creative, technical and
business skills
• A sophisticated understanding of
the business environment
• A formalised industry placement.
• Enhanced appeal in the job market
• The tools needed to set up in
freelance practice or to create your
own business.
• A personal, industry-based mentor
• Tuition in business skills that are
designed and delivered specifically for
creative practitioners
• Access to our extensive workshops
and specialist facilities.

Image of Ceramic Design by Flux

The award is designed to provide maximum
flexibility, and can be studied on a full or parttime basis: All modules have an extensive
distance-learning component, combined with
intensive, full-day workshops.
Choose from a wide range of specialist
disciplines from Creative Futures: Photography,
Illustration, Contemporary Fine Art, Ceramic
Design and many more art and design practices.
September and January start dates available.
Find out more at:
www.staffs.ac.uk/creativefutures
or contact our Enquiries Team:
e: enquiries@staffs.ac.uk
t: 01782 294400

“Completing this award will provide you with the skills to enhance your future career,
the opportunity to engage with industry specialists, and establish a meaningful
professional network within your chosen specialism whilst developing your own
personal creative practice”. Sam Lovell, Award Leader - MA Creative Futures

Love what
you do,
do what
you love.
The School of Art & Design has been offering specialist education for over
a century. Our creative community consists of a team of academics/industry
professionals, expert technicians and internationally recognised researchers.
We offer a broad range of courses all housed within one purpose-built building in
the heart of Wolverhampton.
Undergraduate courses:
Visual Communications:
BA (Hons) Visual Communication
BA (Hons) Visual Communication (Graphic Design)
BA (Hons) Visual Communication (Illustration)

Contemporary Visual Arts:
BA (Hons) Applied Arts
BA (Hons) Fine Art
BA (Hons) Photography

Digital Media:
BA (Hons) Animation
BA (Hons) Computer Games Design
BA (Hons) Video and Film Production

Postgraduate studies:

Design:
BA (Hons) Fashion and Textiles
BA (Hons) Interior Design
BDes (Hons) Product Design

MA Design and Applied Art
MA Digital and Visual Communications
MA Fine Art
You can also apply to research for a PhD
with the Centre for Art, Design Research
and Experimentation (CADRE).

Contact us
Call: 01902 322 058, email: art-design@wlv.ac.uk,
visit: www.wlv.ac.uk/artanddesign
Follow us
Twitter: @WLVArtandDesign, Facebook: /WLVArtandDesign
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